
Starting soon...





- 1. Learn how to use the free downloadable resources from 
www.genomebc.ca 

- 2. Learn how formative assessment tools (e.g. Kahoot!, Quizizz) can be 
used

- 3. *New Activity* Genes & Society 

- 4. *New Activity*  Outbreak Activity 









Accessible
Relevant
Fun
Free



▪ Webinars for Educators 
▪ Teen Summer Camp Online 
▪ Free Online Resources for download



https://www.genomebc.ca/education/geneskool-online-resources




Alien Babies
An exploration of inheritance



Learning 
Objectives

1. To  understand that genotypes can 
contribute to phenotypes of an 
organism

2. To understand dominance in 
genetics 

3. To be able to use Punnett squares 
to predict genotypes and 
phenotypes of the next generation 
of offspring
 



#


Illumina Sequencer at Genome Sciences 
Centre, Vancouver BC



Gene Name Symptoms match? Inheritance match? Candidate Gene? 

PKD1

NPC1

Person Knows Wants to know

Doctor
Clues about the disease
Family history
Patient symptoms

Can we use the patient’s 
genomic information to 
identify & treat disease?

Geneticist
Patient symptoms
Family history
Genes that are mutated

Is there any affected gene 
that matches symptoms & 
family history?

Bioinformatician
Genes that are mutated
Mutations in child, mom, dad

Inheritance pattern of 
- Mutation in gene
- Disease in patient

Gene Master
Known mutations in genes
Diseases associated with genes
Inheritance patterns of gene mutations

How to help others



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoTBnj5KQMs


Grades 8-12 Grades 3-12

Answers on classroom screen only Answers on class and device screens

Multiple choice, surveys, jumbles, 
discussions

Multiple choice (1 or more correct answers) 
fill in the blank, surveys, open ended

Non-customizable student feedback Customizable student feedback (memes!)

Student reports: right/wrong Student reports: right/wrong, time taken

Stand-alone Integrates with Google Classroom

https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/kahoot-vs-quizizz-whats-the-best-formative-assessment-tool-for-your-classroom

https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/kahoot-vs-quizizz-whats-the-best-formative-assessment-tool-for-your-classroom


- *Genes & Society Game* Try out a role play activity that asks students to 
discuss the societal impacts, risks and rewards of genomic technology 
applications from a variety of perspectives.

- *Outbreak Activity*  Explore the online datasets and tools genomic 
epidemiologists in BC use to understand how COVID-19 spreads. Solve a 
simulated outbreak scenario by building a phylogenetic tree.



▪ ▪

▪

▪



https://forms.gle/DjEGZWQG5m39AFsR8
https://forms.gle/811G8eGrJgiRDWKG6



